In this paper, we analyze the planar cubic Alternative curve to determine the conditions for convex, loops, cusps and inflection points. Thus cubic curve is represented by linear combination of three control points and basis function that consist of two shape parameters. By using algebraic manipulation, we can determine the constraint of shape parameters and sufficient conditions are derived which ensure that the curve is a strictly convex, loops, cusps and inflection point. We conclude the result in a shape diagram of parameters. The simplicity of this form makes characterization more intuitive and efficient to compute.
Introduction
Fair curves are important in many computer aided design (CAD) and computer aided geometric design (CAGD) application. The reasons may aesthetic, so that the design of products may appear "visually pleasing" and in the "shape preserving" form. And it may be practical, where it is desirable that curves or surfaces can be generated. A generally accepted mathematical criterion for a curve to be fair is that it should have as few curvature extrema as possible, and it is often entail upon the convexity of the curve. Convex segment have be derived as a segment that having neither inflection point, cusp, or loop.
Characterization of the curve means to identifying whether a curve has any inflection points, cusps, or loops. Characterizing cubic curve has wide-ranging applications. For instance, in numerically controlled milling operations or in the design of highways, many of the algorithms rely on the fact that the trace of the curve or route is smooth; an assumption that is violated if a cusp is present. Inflection points often indicate unwanted oscillations in applications such as automobile body design and aerodynamics, and a surface that has a cross section curve possessing a loop cannot be manufactured.
Previous work in this area has been done by Su and Liu [4] have presented a specific geometric solution for the Bezier representation. By using canonical curve, Stone and DeRose [2] have characterized the parametric cubic curves. Walton and Meek [5] and followed by Habib and Sakai [3] have presented results on the number and location of curvature extrema upon cubic Bezier curve. All of them are using discriminant method in their solution. Yang and Wang (2004) have used the image of trochoids to investigate the occurrence of inflection and singularity of hybrid polynomial. For Bezier-like curve, Azhar and Jamaludin [1] have characterized rational cubic Alternative representation by using shoulder point methods and its only restricted for trimmed shape parameters. This paper deals with cubic Alternative curve, which is the linear combination of the control points and basis functions that consist of two shape parameters. We apply the discriminant methods along with reparametrization methods to make a geometric characterization on untrimmed shape parameters of basis function.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief introduction of the cubic Alternative curve and some of its properties. The correspondence method and the used of reparametrization is described in Section 3. Our main result is shown in section 4, 5 and 6. Sufficient condition of inflection and singularity for nondegenerate curve is presented in Section 4, as well as degenerate curve in Section 6. Shape diagram of inflection and singularity, and some examples of correspondence curves is shown in Section 5.
Preliminaries
Referring [1] , rational alternative cubic curve which have been use is given as
with basis functions
Control points are denoted by 0 1 2 3 , , , P P P P . While α and β are shape parameters, in this study untrimmed shape parameters are used that was , α β ∈ . In general the cubic alternative curve possesses some interesting properties:
• Endpoint Tangent Property - 
Where '( ) Z t and ''( ) Z t are first and second derivation of ( ) R t . Notation "× " is referring to outer product of two plane vectors. The signed radius at t is the reciprocal of ( ) t κ . Its known that ( ) t κ is positive signed when the curve segment bends to left at t and its negative signed if it bends to right at t .
Description of Method
Now we consider a cubic Alternative curve as given by (1) and (2), it can be written as
In this paper we use 1
And we assume that 0 T and 1 T are linearly independent, i.e., 0 1 ( ) 0
Substituting (5) into (4), give (
First and second derivative of (6) are 
For more intuitive and convenient analysis, we choose to apply reparametrization by using 1
Hence, (9) can now be write as
Consequently, the discriminant of ( ) u Φ is similar as shown by equation (11).
Characterization of the nondegenerate curve
Inflection point occur if and only if '( ) 
where cusp occur at that value. By reparametrization t onto u , using
Simple analyses of (18) Figure 2 , is shape diagram of the values of shape parameters consist in Alternative basis. It's happen that our results (shape diagram) are similar to the shape diagram obtained by Yang and Wang [6] for C-Bezier. The convex curve which is defined as not consists the inflection point, cusp and loop is show by region , , C H V and R . 
Shape diagram

Characterization of the degenerate curve
Finally, we will discuss on degenerate cubic which involving the parallel of the end tangent. We omitted the case where 0 3 , , P H P are in collinear position because the result is only the line segment. We consider cubic Alternative given by (3) . Let assign 
Conclusion
We investigated the existence of inflection points, cusps, and loops in cubic Alternative curve by using the discriminant and reparametrization methods, and finally computed a simple shape diagram. It's clear that the conditions of shape parameters consist in basis function are free from the position of control points. Finally, it would be interesting to find how these methods are useful for characterizing the shapes of curve in more general case.
